surrender. Her research process drew from interpretive phenomenological, and arts-based methodologies. Through creative dance experiences, the participants in the project explore and negotiate ideas about surrender using movement, in order to understand and represent how it is that the person/self experienced surrender through dance. She is curious about what the body was able to understand and express that might be different from intellectual, thoughtful reflections.
Her work not only involves videotaping dancers (using three cameras from different angles), but video taping the participants as they watch themselves on video. My current study is focused on reconceptualizing the notion of denial according to teenagers living with diabetes, their parents and within the health care consultation.
In my study, after interviewing teenagers about their experiences, I give them a camera and ask them to make a movie about what it is like living with diabetes. The teen participants have loved this. Some have used the camera as a personal diary. Some have become reporters and interviewed family, friends, and teachers. Some have made motivational tapes about how to live with diabetes. They just about all show processes of poking their fingers to test their blood sugars, and injecting insulin. The huge advantage of these videos is that the teens were in control, and we have been able to obtain glimpses beyond the "public face" that so many of them tried to maintain within the original interview. Of course, some of the video data are stilted and seem to present only what the teen thinks I want to hear about. Other segments are a little chilling, with stories about stigma and ostracism. Lastly, I video tape these teens as they go through a nursing consultation in order to identify the communicative strategies the nurses use to support the teen's effort and challenge the teen's "denial" or resistance. I originally wanted to also videotape the dietician and counselor as well as the physician consultations but these professionals were not comfortable with that, so, I did non-participant observation instead.
There is an ever expanding body of wisdom about issues of representation, perspective, interpretation and rigor in video-based qualitative research. What is missing, however, is concrete information about the tips and pitfalls surrounding the management and analysis of video data. Indeed, when I conduct my workshops on using video in qualitative research, many participants come into the day expecting to hear how the newest video editing programs will simplify their research lives and, if they could only just learn the latest version of …… their analytic problems would be over. Worst of all are those people who have a legitimate case for video-based research, but simply have little concept of the amount of data video produces, and the difficulties of managing it, let alone making sense of it! Over the years, we have tried various tools to edit data for analysis and dissemination. What we have learned is that the simplest way may be the best. Marnie spent several days here at IIQM working with Premiere, trying to understand enough to put together some footage for a conference presentation. After much frustration and wasted time, she sat down at one of my Apple computers with IMovie, and by the end of the morning her work was complete -from transferring from the camera to outputting the completed material. And IMovie is a free (comes pre-loaded on all new Macs), simple program that allows you to manage the data in a way that does not interfere with your analytic thinking. Marnie has created a documentary film to represent her research and includes excerpts from the movement sessions, debriefing sessions, and interviews. The editing for this video was all done on IMovie.
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But, as long as you can import video into your computer, you can conduct your analysis in a word processing program such as MS WORD, as I did in an earlier study before the technology had become so advanced, and still do when the work warrants it. Once you have watched and rewatched your data, written descriptive notes about it and recorded a log of contents (which tells you where to find a particular action, topic of conversation, person etc) you will have a beginning idea of which segments of video are interesting and pertinent. Of course, as with all qualitative analysis, your ideas about what is significant will change as your thinking progresses.
However, video data is similar to interview data in that you will tend to focus on particular sections at the beginning. Then, you need to capture on you computer those particular segments of data. Sometimes they are a few seconds, sometimes a few minutes, I don't see the need to transcribe the whole video (and many computers do not like files longer than about 8 minutes When the document is printed, the first frame of the movie clip is also printed-an added advantage when you want to find a particular clip. Of course, the disadvantage is that most computers are limited as to the amount of video data they can hold, and if you remove the clip from your hard drive, it will not play in word! Nevertheless, I have found that I have been able to hold enough data in order to address an analytic issue before having to transfer the data to an external source.
In my video workshops, offered at the Qualitative Health Research Conference, and Advances in
Qualitative Methods as well as during Thinking Qualitatively, I demonstrate how easy it is to use IMovie. I am usually asked about more complex programs such as Apple's Final Cut Pro, or
Adobe's Premiere. My answer: there is no reason to use those programs, when IMovie can do everything a qualitative researcher needs, and is free. Those specialty programs are designed for manipulating the video image in order to turn it into a product; the role of a qualitative researcher is not to manipulate the data for production, but to manage it and make it understandable. Simple editing features like basic transitions between clips, the ability to add titles, and maybe editing and dubbing some audio are all that are really needed. People tend to become entranced with the idea of technology. Instead, you really want the technology to work in the background, so that the data are easily managed and your thoughts can fly freely. Transana Screen Capture showing (clockwise from top righ) the video frame, the coding frame, the transcript, and the waveform of the audio.
Essentially, my guiding tech tip in using video analysis and management software is this: Learn it before you need it! Only obtain software with features you really need. Excessive features often leave you struggling with how to use the program rather than doing your analysis. Decide exactly what you need the software for --digitizing (not necessary if you start with a digital camera), editing, management of analysis, or production. Remember, price is not necessarily reflective of usefulness to you as a researcher. Don't be seduced by a range of capabilities that you may never need.
